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UNIMARC Concise Authorities Format (2009)

The following list represents the state of the format as published in the third edition (2009). Fields are optional unless marked as mandatory.

**RECORD LABEL (Mandatory. Not repeatable)**
- **0-4** Record Length
- **5** Record Status
  - c = corrected or revised record
  - d = deleted record
  - n = new record
- **6-9** Implementation Codes
- **6** Type of Record
  - x = authority entry record
  - y = reference entry record
  - z = general explanatory entry record
- **7-8** Undefined
- **9** Type of entity
  - a = personal name entry
  - b = corporate name entry
  - c = territorial or geographical name
  - d = trademark
  - e = family name
  - f = preferred title
  - g = collective preferred title
  - h = name/title
  - i = name/collective preferred title
  - j = topical subject
  - k = place access
  - l = form, genre or physical characteristics
- **10** Indicator Length (always '2')
- **11** Subfield Identifier Length (always '2')
- **12-16** Base Address of Data
- **17-19** Additional Record Definition
  - **17** Encoding Level
    - # = full
    - 3 = partial
  - **18-19** Undefined
- **20-23** Directory Map
- **20** Length of "length of field" (always '4')
- **21** Length of "starting character position" (always '5')
- **22-23** Undefined

**0-- IDENTIFICATION BLOCK**

**001** Record Identifier (Mandatory. Not repeatable)
  - Indicators: None
  - Subfields: None
003  **Persistent Record Identifier (Not repeatable)**  
Indicators: None  
Subfields: None

005  **Version Identifier (Not repeatable)**  
Indicators: None  
Subfields: None

015  **International Standard Authority Data Number (Obsolete)**

035  **Other System Control Numbers (Repeatable)**  
Indicators: blank  
Subfields:  
- $a  System control number (Not repeatable)  
- $z  Cancelled or invalid control number (Repeatable)

036  **Music Incipit (Repeatable)**  
Indicators: blank  
Subfields:  
- $a  Number of work (2 characters. Mandatory. Not repeatable)  
- $b  Number of movement (2 characters. Mandatory. Not repeatable)  
- $c  Number of incipit (2 characters. Mandatory. Not repeatable)  
- $d  Voice/instrument (Mandatory if 036 $p is present. Not repeatable)  
- $e  Role (Not repeatable)  
- $f  Movement caption/heading (Repeatable)  
- $g  Key or mode (Not repeatable)  
- $m  Clef (Mandatory if 036 $p is present, otherwise void. Not repeatable)  
- $n  Key signature (Not repeatable)  
- $o  Time signature (Not repeatable)  
- $q  Comments (free text) (Repeatable)  
- $r  Codified note (1 character. Not repeatable)  
- $t  Text incipit (Repeatable)  
- $u  Uniform Resource Identifier (Repeatable)  
- $z  Language of text (3 characters. Repeatable)  
  - $2  System code (Mandatory if 036 $p is present. Not repeatable)  
    - pe = plaine & easie code  
    - da = DARMS code

050  **International Standard Text Code (ISTC) (Not repeatable)**  
Indicators: blank  
Subfields:  
- $a  Number (ISTC) (Mandatory unless $z is present. Not repeatable)  
- $z  Erroneous ISTC (Repeatable)

051  **International Standard Musical Work Code (ISWC) (Not repeatable)**  
Indicators: blank  
Subfields:  
- $a  Number (ISWC) (Mandatory unless $z is present. Not repeatable)  
- $z  Erroneous ISWC (Repeatable)

052  **International Standard Audiovisual Number (ISAN) (Not repeatable)**  
Indicators: blank  
Subfields:  
- $a  Number (ISAN) (Mandatory unless $z is present. Not repeatable)  
- $z  Erroneous ISAN (Repeatable)

061  **International Standard Recording Code (ISRC) (Not repeatable)**  
Indicators: blank  
Subfields:
1-- CODED INFORMATION BLOCK

100 General Processing Data (Mandatory. Not repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Subfields:
   $a  General processing data (Mandatory. Not repeatable)
   $a/0-7  Date Entered on File (Mandatory)
   $a/8  Status of Authorized Access Point Code
       a = established
       c = provisional
       x = not applicable
   $a/9-11  Language of Cataloguing (Mandatory)
   $a/12  Transliteration Code
       a = ISO transliteration scheme
       b = other
       c = multiple transliterations: ISO or other schemes.
       d = transliteration table established by the National Bibliographic
         Agency
       e = transliteration without any identified transliteration table
       f = other identified transliteration scheme(s)
       y = no transliteration scheme used
   $a/13-16  Character Set (Mandatory)
       01 = ISO 646, IRV version (basic Latin set)
       02 = ISO Registration #37 (basic Cyrillic set) (Obsolete)
       03 = ISO 5426 (extended Latin set)
       04 = ISO 5427 (extended Cyrillic set)
       05 = ISO 5428 (Greek set)
       06 = ISO 6438 (African coded character set)
       07 = ISO 10586 (Georgian character set)
       08 = ISO 8957 (Hebrew set) Table 1
       09 = ISO 8957 (Hebrew set) Table 2
       10 = [Reserved]
       11 = ISO 5426-2 (Latin characters used in minor European lan-
           guages and obsolete typography)
       50 = ISO 10646 Level 3
   $a/17-20  Additional Character Set
   $a/21-22  Script of Cataloguing
       ba = Latin         ha = Hebrew
       ca = Cyrillic       ia = Thai
       da = Japanese – script unspecified
       db = Japanese – kanji
       de = Japanese – kana
       ea = Chinese        ma = Georgian
       fa = Arabic         mb = Armenian
       ga = Greek         zz = Other
   $a/23  Direction of Script of Cataloguing
       0 = left to right
       1 = right to left

101 Language of the Entity (Not repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Subfields:
   $a  Language of or language used by the entity (Mandatory. Repeatable)
   $c  Language of the expression (Repeatable)
102 Nationality of the Entity (Mandatory when applicable. Not repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Subfields:
$a  Country of nationality (Mandatory. Repeatable)
$b  Locality (Repeatable)

106 Coded Data Field: Personal / Corporate / FamilyName / Trademark / Printer/Publisher Device Used As Subject Access Point (Not repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Subfields:
$a  Coded data – use in subject access point (1 character. Mandatory. Not repeatable)
   0 = may be used as subject access point
   1 = cannot be used as subject access point
   2 = may be used only as subject access point
$b  Coded data – use in subject access point as base access point or as subdivision (1 character. Not repeatable)
   # = not applicable
   0 = can be used either as base access point or as subdivision
   1 = can be used only as base access point
   2 = can be used only as subdivision
$c  Coded data – use in topical subject access point with a geographical subdivision (1 character. Not repeatable)
   # = not applicable
   0 = cannot be used with a geographical subdivision
   1 = the access point allows a geographical subdivision, whether it is used as base access point or as subdivision
   2 = the access point can be used with a geographical subdivision only if used as base access point
   3 = the access point can be used with a geographical subdivision only if used as subdivision

120 Coded Data Field: Personal Name (Not repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Subfields:
$a  Coded data: personal names (2 characters. Not repeatable)
$a/0  Gender of Entity
   a = female
   b = male
   c = transgender
   u = unknown
   x = not applicable
$a/1  Differentiated or Undifferentiated Personal Name
   a = differentiated personal name
   b = undifferentiated personal name

123 Coded Data Field: Territorial or Geographical Name (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Subfields:
$d  Co-ordinates – Westernmost Longitude (Not repeatable)
$e  Co-ordinates – Easternmost Longitude (Not repeatable)
$f  Co-ordinates – Northernmost Latitude (Not repeatable)
$g  Co-ordinates – Southernmost Latitude (Not repeatable)
$d to $g/0  Hemisphere
   w = west
   e = east
   n = north
   s = south
$d to $g/1-3  Degree
$d to $g/4-5  Minute
$d to $g/6-7  Second
150  Coded Data Field: Corporate Name (Not repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields:
     $a  Type of government agency (1 character. Mandatory. Not repeatable)
         a = federal/national
         b = state/province
         c = county/department
         d = local (municipal, etc.)
         e = multi-local (interstate compacts, etc., below the national level)
         f = intergovernmental
         g = government in exile or clandestine
         h = level not determined
         u = unknown
         y = not a government organization
         z = other government level
     $b  Conference or meeting code (1 character. Not repeatable)
         0 = the corporate body is not a conference/meeting
         1 = the corporate body is conference/meeting

152  RULES (Mandatory. Not repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields:
     $a  Cataloguing rules (Not repeatable)
     $b  Subject system (Not repeatable)

154  Coded Data Field: Title (Not repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields:
     $a  Title processing data (2 characters. Mandatory. Not repeatable)
     $a/0  Type of Series Code (1 character)
         a = monographic series
         b = multipart item
         c = series-like phrase (not to be considered a series)
         x = not applicable
         z = other
     $a/1  Type of Entity Code (1 character)
         a = work
         b = expression
         x = not applicable

160  Geographic Area Code (Not repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields:
     $a  Geographic area code (Mandatory. Repeatable)

CONTROL SUBFIELDS

S0  Instruction Phrase (Not repeatable. May be used with 4-- variant and 5-- related access point fields.)

S1  Linking Data (Repeatable)

S2  System Code (Not repeatable. May be used in 4-- variant and 5-- related access point or 7-- authorized access point in other language and/or script fields.)

S3  Authority Record Identifier (Not repeatable. It may be used in 5-- related access point and 7-- authorized access point in other language and/or script and 4-- variant access point fields, and 6-- classification and entity history block.)
$5  **Relationship Control** (Not repeatable. This subfield may be used in 4-- and 5-- access point fields.)

$5/0  Name Relationship Code

- **a** = earlier name
- **b** = later name
- **c** = official name
- **d** = acronym / initial / abbreviation
- **e** = pseudonym
- **f** = real name
- **g** = broader term or name
- **h** = narrower term or name
- **i** = name in religion
- **j** = married name
- **k** = name before marriage
- **l** = shared pseudonym
- **m** = secular name
- **n** = different rule form of a name (if used, $2 is mandatory)
- **o** = attributed name / conventional title of a work
- **x** = not applicable
- **z** = other

$5/1  Reference Suppression Code

- **0** = suppress reference
- **x** = not applicable

$5/2  Specific Relationship Code for Works

- **a** = original work
- **b** = variation or version of a work
- **c** = adaptation or modification of a work
- **d** = whole work
- **e** = part of the larger work
- **f** = supplement or complement work
- **g** = related/accompanied work
- **h** = successor or sequel/later work
- **i** = predecessor or earlier work
- **k** = works with common characteristics
- **x** = not applicable
- **z** = other

$5/3  Specific Relationship Code for Agents

- **c** = descendant family relationship
- **d** = progenitor family relationship
- **e** = relationship in marriage
- **j** = sibling relationship
- **g** = parent relationship
- **h** = child relationship
- **k** = member (is member of)
- **l** = has member
- **m** = founder (has founded)
- **n** = founded by
- **p** = subordinate corporate body
- **q** = larger corporate body
- **s** = owner (owns)
- **t** = owned by
- **z** = other

$6  **Interfield Linking Data** (Not repeatable. This subfield may be used in the 3-- information note and 4-- and 5-- access point fields.)

$6/0  Linking Explanation Code (1 character)

- **a** = alternate script
- **z** = other

$6/1-2  Linking Number (2 characters)

$6/3-5  Tag of Linked Field (3 characters)
S7  **Script of Cataloguing and Script of the Base Access Point** (Mandatory for parallel script data. Not repeatable. The $7 subfield may be used with 2-- authorized access points, 3-- information note, 4-- variant and 5-- related access points, and 7-- authorized access point in other language and/or script fields.)

- **$7/0-1 and $7/4-5** Script (2 characters)
  - ba = Latin
  - ca = Cyrillic
  - da = Japanese -- script unspecified
  - db = Japanese – kanji
  - dc = Japanese – kana
  - ea = Chinese
  - fa = Arabic
  - ga = Greek
  - ha = Hebrew
  - ia = Thai
  - ja = Devanagari
  - ka = Korean
  - la = Tamil
  - ma = Georgian
  - mb = Armenian
  - zz = Other

- **$7/2 and $7/6** Direction of the Script (1 character)
  - 0 = left to right
  - 1 = right to left

- **$7/3 and $7/7** Transliteration Scheme (1 character)
  - a = ISO transliteration scheme
  - b = Other
  - c = Multiple transliterations: ISO or other schemes
  - d = Transliteration table established by the National Bibliographic Agency
  - e = Transliteration without any identified transliteration table
  - f = Other identified transliteration scheme(s)
  - y = Not applicable (no transliteration scheme used)

S8  **Language of Cataloguing and Language of the Base Access Point** (Mandatory in each 7-- authorized access point in other language and/or script when parallel access points or parallel data. Optional in 2--, 4--, 5--. Not repeatable)

- **$8/0-2** Language of Cataloguing (3 characters)
- **$8/3-5** Language of the Base Access Point (3 characters)

2-- **AUTHORIZED ACCESS POINT BLOCK**

200 **Authorized Access Point – Personal Name** (Repeatable for alternative script forms)

- Indicator 1: blank
- Indicator 2: specifies the way the name is entered:
  - 0  Name entered under forename or direct order
  - 1  Name entered under surname

Data Subfields

- $a  Entry element (Mandatory if field is present. Not repeatable)
- $b  Part of name other than entry element (Not repeatable)
- $c  Additions to names other than dates (Repeatable)
- $d  Roman numerals (Not repeatable)
- $f  Dates (Not repeatable)
- $g  Expansion of initials of forename (Not repeatable)
- $4  Relator code (Repeatable)
- $j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
- $x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

210 Authorized Access Point – Corporate Body Name (Repeatable for alternative script forms)
Indicator 1: specifies the type of corporate body:
  0  Corporate name
  1  Meeting
Indicator 2: specifies the way the name is entered:
  0  Name in inverted form
  1  Name entered under place or jurisdiction
  2  Name entered under name in direct order
Data Subfields
$a  Entry element (Mandatory if field is present. Not repeatable)
$b  Subdivision (Repeatable)
$c  Addition to name or qualifier (Repeatable)
$d  Number of meeting and/or number of part of meeting (Not repeatable)
$e  Location of meeting (Not repeatable)
$f  Date of meeting (Not repeatable)
$g  Inverted element (Not repeatable)
$h  Part of name other than entry element and inverted element (Not repeatable)
$4  Relator code (Repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

215 Authorized Access Point – Territorial or Geographical Name (Repeatable for alternative script forms)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
$a  Entry element (Mandatory if field is present. Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

216 Authorized Access Point – Trademark (Repeatable for alternative script forms)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
$a  Data element (Mandatory. Not repeatable)
$f$ Dates (Not repeatable)
$e$ Qualification (Repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

217  **Authorized Access Point – Printer/Publisher Device (Repeatable for alternative script forms)**

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

$a$ Printer/publisher device description (Not repeatable)
$b$ Motto (Repeatable)
$e$ Standard citation (Repeatable)
$d$ Size (Not repeatable)
$f$ Date (Not repeatable)
$g$ Iconographic term (Repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

220  **Authorized Access Point – Family Name (Repeatable for alternative script forms)**

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

$a$ Entry element (Mandatory. Not repeatable)
$c$ Type of family (Not repeatable)
$d$ Places associated with the family (Repeatable)
$f$ Dates (Not repeatable)
$4$ Relator code (Repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

230  **Authorized Access Point – Title (Repeatable for alternative script forms)**

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields
$a  Entry element (Mandatory. Not repeatable)
$b  General material designation (Repeatable)
$h  Number of section or part (Repeatable)
$i  Name of section or part (Repeatable)
$k  Date of publication (Not repeatable)
$l  Form subdivision (Not repeatable)
$m  Language (Not repeatable)
$n  Miscellaneous information (Repeatable)
$q  Version (or date of version) (Not repeatable)
$r  Medium of performance (for music) (Repeatable)
$s  Numeric designation (for music) (Repeatable)
$u  Key (for music) (Not repeatable)
$w  Arranged statement (for music) (Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point  (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point  (Not repeatable)

235  Authorized Access Point – Collective Title (Repeatable for alternative script forms)
Indicator 1: specifies the type of collective title:
  0  Complete collected works
  1  Selected works
  2  Selections
Indicator 2: blank

Data Subfields
$a  Collective title (Mandatory. Not repeatable)
$b  General material designation (Repeatable)
$e  Collective subtitle (Not repeatable)
$k  Date of publication (Not repeatable)
$m  Language (Not repeatable)
$r  Medium of performance (for music) (Repeatable)
$s  Numeric designation (for music) (Repeatable)
$u  Key (for music) (Not repeatable)
$w  Arranged statement (for music) (Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point  (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point  (Not repeatable)

240  Authorized Access Point – Name/Title (Repeatable for alternative script forms)
Indicators: blank
A) Subfields: Embedded Fields Technique
Data Subfields
  $1 Linking data (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
  $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

B) Subfields: Standard Subfields Technique
Data Subfields
  $a Name (Not repeatable)
  $t Title (Not repeatable)
  $j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
  $x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
  $y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
  $z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
  $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

243 Authorized Access Point – Conventional Name/Title for Legal and Religious Texts (Not repeatable)
Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the form of conventional name:
  1 Name entered under country or other geographical name
  2 Name entered under other form
Data Subfields
  $a Entry Element (Mandatory if field is present. Not repeatable)
  $b Subdivision (Repeatable)
  $c Addition to Name or Qualifier (Repeatable)
  $e Name of the other party (Not repeatable)
  $f Date of legal issue or version, or date of signing (Repeatable)
  $i Name of section or part (Repeatable)
  $l Form subheading (Repeatable)
  $n Miscellaneous information (Repeatable)
  $t Conventional title (Not repeatable)
  $j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
  $x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
  $y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
  $z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
  $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

245 Authorized Access Point – Name/Collective Title (Repeatable for alternative script forms)
Indicators: blank
A) Subfields: Embedded Fields Technique
Data Subfields
$1 Linking data (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

B) Subfields: Standard Subfields Technique

Data Subfields

$a Name (Not repeatable)
$t Collective title (Not repeatable)
$j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

250 Authorized Access Point – Topical Subject (Repeatable for alternative script forms)

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

$a Topical subject or subject category (Not repeatable)
$n Subject category code (Repeatable)
$m Subject category subdivision code (Repeatable)
$j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x Topical subdivision or subject category subdivision text (Repeatable)
$y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

260 Authorized Access Point – Place and Date of Publication, Performance, Provenance, etc. (Repeatable for alternative script forms)

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

$a Country (nation state) (Not repeatable)
$b State or province, etc. (Not repeatable)
$c Intermediate political jurisdiction (Repeatable)
$d City, etc. (Not repeatable)
$e Venue (Repeatable)
$f Date (Repeatable)
$g Season (Not repeatable)
$h Occasion (Not repeatable)
$i Final date (Not repeatable)
$k Subsection of city, etc. (Repeatable)
$m Other geographical regions or features (Repeatable)
$n Extraterrestrial areas (Repeatable)
$o  Geographical area (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

280  **Authorized Access Point – Form, Genre or Physical Characteristics (Repeatable for alternative script forms)**

Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the type of the entity:
#  Not defined
0  Work
2  Manifestation
3  Item

Data Subfields
$a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological Subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

3--  **NOTES BLOCK**

300  **Information Note (Repeatable)**

Indicator 1: specifies the type of note:
0  Note concerns name or title use of access point
1  Note concerns subject use of access point
Indicator 2: blank

Data Subfields
$a  Information note (Mandatory. Not repeatable)

Control Subfields
$6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and base access point (Not repeatable)

305  **Textual See Also Reference Note (Repeatable)**

Indicator 1: specifies the type of note:
0  Note concerns name or title use of access point
1  Note concerns subject use of access point
Indicator 2: blank

Data Subfields
$a  Instruction phrase (Repeatable)
$b  Access point referred to (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
310 **Textual See Reference Note (Repeatable)**
Indicator 1: specifies the type of note:
   0 Note concerns name or title use of access point
   1 Note concerns subject use of access point
Indicator 2: blank
Data Subfields
   $a Instruction phrase (Repeatable)
   $b Access point referred to (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
   $6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
   $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)

320 **General Explanatory Reference Note (Not repeatable)**
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
   $a General explanatory reference note (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
   $6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
   $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)

330 **General Scope Note (Repeatable)**
Indicator 1: specifies the type of note:
   0 Note concerns name or title use of access point
   1 Note concerns subject use of access point
Indicator 2: blank
Data Subfields
   $a General scope note (Not repeatable)
Control Subfields
   $6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
   $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)

340 **Biography and Activity Note (Repeatable)**
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
   $a Biographical note (Not repeatable)
   $b Activity note (Not repeatable)
   $p Affiliation/Address (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
   $6 Interfield Linking Data (Not repeatable)
   $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)

341 **Activity Note Pertaining to Printer/Publisher (Repeatable)**
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
   $a Place of activity (Not repeatable)
   $b Dates of activity (Not repeatable)
   $c Address (Repeatable)
   $d Sign (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
   $6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)

356 Geographical Note (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
  $a  Geographical note (Not repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
  $7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)

4-- VARIANT ACCESS POINT BLOCK

400 Variant Access Point – Personal Name (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the way the name is entered:
  0  Name entered under forename or direct order
  1  Name entered under surname
Data Subfields
  $a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
  $b  Part of name other than entry element (Not repeatable)
  $c  Additions to names other than dates (Repeatable)
  $d  Roman numerals (Not repeatable)
  $f  Dates (Not repeatable)
  $g  Expansion of initials of forename (Not repeatable)
  $4  Relator code (Repeatable)
  $j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
  $x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
  $y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
  $z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
  $2  System code (Not repeatable)
  $3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
  $5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
  $6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
  $7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
  $8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

410 Variant Access Point – Corporate Body Name (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: specifies the kind of corporate body:
  0  Corporate name
  1  Meeting
Indicator 2: specifies the way the names are entered:
  0  Name in inverted form
  1  Name entered under place or jurisdiction
  2  Name entered under name in direct order
Data Subfields
  $a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
$b  Subdivision (Repeatable)
$e  Location of meeting (Not repeatable)
$f  Date of meeting (Not repeatable)
$g  Inverted element (Not repeatable)
$h  Part of name other than entry element and inverted element (Not repeatable)
$4  Relator code (Repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$s0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$s2  System code (Not repeatable)
$s3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$s5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$s6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$s7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

415  Variant Access Point – Territorial or Geographical Name (Repeatable)

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields
$a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$s0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$s2  System code (Not repeatable)
$s3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$s5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$s6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$s7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

416  Variant Access Point – Trademark (Repeatable)

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields
$a  Data element (Not repeatable)
$f  Dates (Not repeatable)
$c  Qualification (Repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  
  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$0  
  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)

$2  
  System code (Not repeatable)

$3  
  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)

$5  
  Relationship control (Not repeatable)

$6  
  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)

$7  
  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)

$8  
  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

417  Variant Access Point – Printer/Publisher Device (Repeatable)

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

$a  
  Printer/publisher device description (Not repeatable)

$b  
  Motto (Repeatable)

$c  
  Standard citation (Repeatable)

$d  
  Size (Not repeatable)

$f  
  Date (Not repeatable)

$g  
  Iconographic term (Repeatable)

$j  
  Form subdivision (Repeatable)

$x  
  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)

$y  
  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)

$z  
  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$0  
  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)

$2  
  System code (Not repeatable)

$3  
  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)

$5  
  Relationship control (Not repeatable)

$6  
  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)

$7  
  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)

$8  
  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

420  Variant Access Point – Family Name (Repeatable)

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

$a  
  Entry element (Not repeatable)

$f  
  Dates (Not repeatable)

$e  
  Type of family (Not repeatable)

$d  
  Places associated with the family (Repeatable)

$4  
  Relator code (Repeatable)

$j  
  Form subdivision (Repeatable)

$x  
  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)

$y  
  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)

$z  
  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$0  
  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)

$2  
  System code (Not repeatable)

$3  
  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5 Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

430 Variant Access Point – Title (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
  $a Entry element (Not repeatable)
  $b General material designation (Repeatable)
  $h Number of section or part (Repeatable)
  $i Name of section or part (Repeatable)
  $k Date of publication (Not repeatable)
  $l Form subdivision (Not repeatable)
  $m Language (Not repeatable)
  $n Miscellaneous information (Repeatable)
  $q Version (or date of version) (Not repeatable)
  $r Medium of performance (for music) (Repeatable)
  $s Numeric designation (for music) (Repeatable)
  $u Key (for music) (Not repeatable)
  $w Arranged statement (for music) (Not repeatable)
  $j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
  $x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
  $y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
  $z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $0 Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
  $2 System code (Not repeatable)
  $3 Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
  $5 Relationship control (Not repeatable)
  $6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
  $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
  $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

440 Variant Access Point – Name/Title (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
A) Subfields: Embedded Fields Technique
Data Subfields
  $1 Linking data (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $0 Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
  $2 System code (Not repeatable)
  $3 Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
  $5 Relationship control (Not repeatable)
  $6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
  $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
  $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)
B) Subfields: Standard Subfields Technique

Data Subfields
- $a Name (Not repeatable)
- $t Title (Not repeatable)
- $j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
- $x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
- $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
- $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

443 Variant Access Point – Conventional Name/Title for Legal and Religious Texts (Repeatable)

Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the form of conventional name/title:
1 Name entered under country or other geographical name
2 Name entered under other form

Data Subfields
- $a Entry Element (Not repeatable)
- $b Subdivision (Repeatable)
- $c Addition to Name or Qualifier (Repeatable)
- $e Name of the other party (Not repeatable)
- $f Date of legal issue or version, or date of the signing (Repeatable)
- $i Name of section or part (Repeatable)
- $l Form Subheading (Repeatable)
- $n Miscellaneous information (Repeatable)
- $t Conventional title (Not repeatable)
- $j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
- $x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
- $0 Instruction phrase (Repeatable)
- $2 System code (Not repeatable)
- $3 Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
- $5 Relationship control (Not repeatable)
- $6 Interfield linking data (Repeatable)
- $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
- $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

445 Variant Access Point – Name/Collective Title (Repeatable)

Indicators: blank

A) Subfields: Embedded Fields Technique

Data Subfields
- $1 Linking data (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
- $0 Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
B) Subfields: Standard Subfields Technique

**Data Subfields**

- $a$ Name (Not repeatable)
- $t$ Title (Not repeatable)
- $j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
- $x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

**Control Subfields**

- $7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
- $8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

450 **Variant Access Point – Topical Subject (Repeatable)**

Indicators: blank

**Data Subfields**

- $a$ Topical subject (Not repeatable)
- $n$ Subject category code (Repeatable)
- $m$ Subject category subdivision code (Repeatable)
- $j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
- $x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

**Control Subfields**

- $0$ Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
- $2$ System code (Not repeatable)
- $3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
- $5$ Relationship control (Not repeatable)
- $6$ Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
- $7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
- $8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

460 **Variant access point – Place and date of publication, performance, provenance etc. (Repeatable)**

Indicators: blank

**Data Subfields**

- $a$ Country (nation state) (Not repeatable)
- $b$ State or province, etc. (Not repeatable)
- $c$ Intermediate political jurisdiction (Repeatable)
- $d$ City, etc. (Not repeatable)
- $e$ Venue (Repeatable)
- $f$ Date (Repeatable)
$g  Season (Not repeatable)
$h  Occasion (Not repeatable)
$i  Final date (Not repeatable)
$k  Subsection of city, etc. (Repeatable)
$m  Other geographical regions or features (Repeatable)
$n  Extraterrestrial areas (Repeatable)
$o  Geographical areas such as world, hemisphere, continent (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$2  System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

480  Variant Access Point – Form, Genre or Physical Characteristics (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the type of entity:
  #  Not defined
  0  Work
  2  Manifestation
  3  Item

Data Subfields
$a  Entry Element (Not repeatable)
$j  Form Subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical Subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical Subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological Subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$2  System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

5--  RELATED ACCESS POINT BLOCK

500  Related Access Point – Personal Name (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the way the name is entered:
  0  Name entered under forename or direct order
  1  Name entered under surname

Data Subfields
$a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
$b Part of name other than entry element (Not repeatable)
$e Additions to names other than dates (Repeatable)
$g Expansion of initials of forename (Not repeatable)
$4 Relator code (Repeatable)
$j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$0 Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$2 System code (Not repeatable)
$3 Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5 Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

510 Related Access Point – Corporate Body Name (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: specifies the kind of corporate body:
  0 Corporate name
  1 Meeting
Indicator 2: specifies the way the names are entered:
  0 Name in inverted form
  1 Name entered under place or jurisdiction
  2 Name entered under name in direct order

Data Subfields
$e Addition to name or qualifier (Repeatable)
$d Number of meeting and/or number of part of meeting (Not repeatable)
$e Location of meeting (Not repeatable)
$f Date of meeting (Not repeatable)
$g Inverted element (Not repeatable)
$h Part of name other than entry element and inverted element (Not repeatable)

Control Subfields
$0 Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$2 System code (Not repeatable)
$3 Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5 Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

515 Related Access Point – Territorial or Geographical Name (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
- $a Entry element (Not repeatable)
- $j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
- $x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
- $0 Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
- $2 System code (Not repeatable)
- $3 Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
- $5 Relationship control (Not repeatable)
- $6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
- $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
- $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

516 Related Access Point – Trademark (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
- $a Data element (Not repeatable)
- $f Dates (Not repeatable)
- $c Qualification (Repeatable)
- $j Form subdivision (Repeatable)
- $x Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $y Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
- $z Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
- $0 Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
- $2 System code (Not repeatable)
- $3 Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
- $5 Relationship control (Not repeatable)
- $6 Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
- $7 Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
- $8 Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

517 Related Access Point – Printer/Publisher Device (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
- $a Printer/publisher device description (Not repeatable)
- $b Motto (Repeatable)
- $c Standard citation (Repeatable)
- $d Size (Not repeatable)
- $f Date (Not repeatable)
- $g Iconographic term (Repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$2  System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

520  Related Access Point – Family Name (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
$a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
$c  Type of family (Not repeatable)
$d  Places associated with the family (Repeatable)
$f  Dates (Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$2  System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

530  Related Access Point – Title (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
$a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
$b  General material designation (Repeatable)
$h  Number of section or part (Repeatable)
$i  Name of section or part (Repeatable)
$k  Date of publication (Not repeatable)
$l  Form subdivision (Not repeatable)
$m  Language (Not repeatable)
$n  Miscellaneous information (Repeatable)
$q  Version (or date of version) (Not repeatable)
$r  Medium of performance (for music) (Repeatable)
$s  Numeric designation (for music) (Repeatable)
$u  Key (for music) (Not repeatable)
$w  Arranged statement (for music) (Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$s0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$s2  System code (Not repeatable)
$s3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$s5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$s6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$s7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

540  Related Access Point – Name/Title (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank

A) Subfields: Embedded Fields Technique
Data Subfields
$s1  Linking data (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$s0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$s2  System code (Not repeatable)
$s3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$s5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$s6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$s7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

B) Subfields: Standard Subfields Technique
Data Subfields
$a  Entry Element (Not repeatable)
$t  Title (Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$s7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

543  Related Access Point – Conventional Name/Title for Legal and Religious Texts (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the form of conventional name/title:
1  Name entered under country or other geographical name
2  Name entered under other form
Data Subfields
   $a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
   $b  Subdivision (Repeatable)
   $c  Addition to name or qualifier (Repeatable)
   $e  Name of the other party (Not repeatable)
   $f  Date of legal issue or version, or date of the signing (Repeatable)
   $i  Name of section or part (Repeatable)
   $l  Form subheading (Repeatable)
   $n  Miscellaneous information (Repeatable)
   $t  Conventional title (Not repeatable)
   $j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
   $x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
   $y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
   $z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
   $0  Instruction phrase (Repeatable)
   $2  System code (Not repeatable)
   $3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
   $5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
   $6  Interfield linking data (Repeatable)
   $7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
   $8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

545 Related Access Point – Name/Collective Title (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
   A) Subfields: Embedded Fields Technique
Data Subfields
   $1  Linking data (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
   $0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
   $2  System code (Not repeatable)
   $3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
   $5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
   $6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
   $7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
   $8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

   B) Subfields: Standard Subfields Technique
Data Subfields
   $a  Name (Not repeatable)
   $t  Title (Not repeatable)
   $j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
   $x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
   $y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
   $z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
   $7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
   $8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)
550 Related Access Point – Topical Subject (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
$a  Topical subject (Not repeatable)
$n  Subject category code (Repeatable)
$m  Subject category subdivision code (Repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
$0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$2  System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

560 Related Access Point – Place and Date of Publication, Performance, Provenance, etc. (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
$a  Country (nation state) (Not repeatable)
$b  State or province, etc. (Not repeatable)
$c  Intermediate political jurisdiction (Repeatable)
$d  City, etc. (Not repeatable)
$e  Venue (Repeatable)
$f  Date (Repeatable)
$g  Season (Not repeatable)
$h  Occasion (Not repeatable)
$i  Final date (Not repeatable)
$k  Subsection of city, etc. (Repeatable)
$m  Other geographical regions or features (Repeatable)
$n  Extraterrestrial areas (Repeatable)
$o  Geographical areas such as world, hemisphere, continent (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
$0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$2  System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

580 Related Access Point – Form, Genre or Physical Characteristics (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the type of the entity:
0  Work
2  Manifestation
3  Item
#  Not defined

Data Subfields
$a  Entry Element (Not repeatable)
$j  Form Subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical Subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical Subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological Subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$s0  Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)
$s2  System code (Not repeatable)
$s3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$s5  Relationship control (Not repeatable)
$s6  Interfield linking data (Not repeatable)
$s7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

6--  CLASSIFICATION AND ENTITY HISTORY BLOCK

640 Place(s) and Date(s) Associated with the Entity (Repeatable)

Indicator 1: specifies the type of information:
#  Blank  (Applies to topical subject)
1  Beginning of existence (or birth)
2  End of existence (or death)
3  Activity
4  Residence
5  Creation of intellectual or artistic content
6  First presentation to a public
0  Other

Indicator 2: blank

Data Subfields
$a  Country (Not repeatable)
$b  State, region, etc. (Not repeatable)
$c  County (Not repeatable)
$d  City (Not repeatable)
$e  Venue (Repeatable)
$f  Date of beginning or unique date (Not repeatable)
$g  Season (Not repeatable)
$h  Occasion (Not repeatable)
$i  Final date (Not repeatable)
$f/0  and  $i/0  Era (1 character. Mandatory)
    # = CE
    - = BC
$f/1-8  and  $i/1-8  Date (8 characters)
### $f/9$ and $i/9$ Date Reliability (1 character)
- # = certain date
- ? = uncertain date

### Control Subfields
- $0$ Instruction phrase (Not repeatable)

#### 675 Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) (Repeatable)
- Indicators: blank
- **Data Subfields**
  - $a$ UDC number, single or beginning of a range (Not repeatable)
  - $b$ UDC number, end of a range (Not repeatable)
  - $c$ Explanatory terms (Repeatable)
  - $v$ UDC edition (Not repeatable)
  - $z$ Language of edition (Not repeatable)

#### Control Subfields
- $3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)

#### 676 Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) (Repeatable)
- Indicators: blank
- **Data Subfields**
  - $a$ DDC number, single or beginning of a range (Not repeatable)
  - $b$ DDC number, end of a range (Not repeatable)
  - $c$ Explanatory terms (Repeatable)
  - $v$ DDC edition (Not repeatable)
  - $z$ Language of edition (Not repeatable)

#### Control Subfields
- $3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)

#### 680 Library of Congress Classification (LCC) (Repeatable)
- Indicators: blank
- **Data Subfields**
  - $a$ LC number, single or beginning of a range (Not repeatable)
  - $b$ LC number, end of a range (Not repeatable)
  - $c$ Explanatory terms (Repeatable)

#### Control Subfields
- $3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)

#### 686 Other Classification Numbers (Repeatable)
- Indicators: blank
- **Data Subfields**
  - $a$ Class number, single or beginning of a range (Not repeatable)
  - $b$ Class number, end of a range (Not repeatable)
  - $c$ Explanatory terms (Repeatable)

#### Control Subfields
- $2$ System code (Not repeatable)
- $3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
7-- AUTHORIZED ACCESS POINT IN OTHER LANGUAGE AND/OR SCRIPT BLOCK

700 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Personal Name (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the way the name is entered:
   0  Name entered under forename or direct order
   1  Name entered under surname
Data Subfields
   $a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
   $b  Part of name other than entry element (Not repeatable)
   $c  Additions to names other than dates (Repeatable)
   $d  Roman numerals (Not repeatable)
   $f  Dates (Not repeatable)
   $g  Expansion of initials of forename (Not repeatable)
   $4  Relator code (Repeatable)
   $j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
   $x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
   $y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
   $z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
   $2  System code (Not repeatable)
   $3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
   $7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
   $8  Language of cataloguing and the base access point (Not repeatable)

710 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Corporate Body Name (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: specifies the kind of corporate body:
   0  Corporate name
   1  Meeting
Indicator 2: specifies the way the names are entered:
   0  Name in inverted form
   1  Name entered under place or jurisdiction
   2  Name entered under name in direct order
Data Subfields
   $a  Entry element (Not repeatable)
   $b  Subdivision (Repeatable)
   $c  Addition to name or qualifier (Repeatable)
   $d  Number of meeting and/or number of part of meeting (Not repeatable)
   $e  Location of meeting (Not repeatable)
   $f  Date of meeting (Not repeatable)
   $g  Inverted element (Not repeatable)
   $h  Part of name other than entry element and inverted element (Not repeatable)
   $4  Relator code (Repeatable)
   $j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
   $x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfield</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$y</td>
<td>Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z</td>
<td>Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control Subfields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfield</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2</td>
<td>System code (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3</td>
<td>Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7</td>
<td>Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8</td>
<td>Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**715 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Territorial or Geographical Name (Repeatable)**

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfield</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a</td>
<td>Entry element (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j</td>
<td>Form subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x</td>
<td>Topical subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y</td>
<td>Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z</td>
<td>Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control Subfields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfield</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2</td>
<td>System code (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3</td>
<td>Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7</td>
<td>Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8</td>
<td>Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**716 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Trademark (Repeatable)**

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfield</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a</td>
<td>Data element (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f</td>
<td>Dates (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c</td>
<td>Qualification (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j</td>
<td>Form, genre or physical characteristic subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x</td>
<td>Topical subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y</td>
<td>Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z</td>
<td>Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control Subfields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfield</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2</td>
<td>System code (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3</td>
<td>Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$7</td>
<td>Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8</td>
<td>Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**717 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Printer/Publisher Device (Repeatable)**

Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfield</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a</td>
<td>Printer/publisher device description (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b</td>
<td>Motto (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c</td>
<td>Standard citation (Repeatable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d</td>
<td>Size (Not repeatable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$f$ Date (Not repeatable)
$g$ Iconographic term (Repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$2$ System code (Not repeatable)
$3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

720 **Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Family Name (Repeatable)**
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
$a$ Entry element (Not repeatable)
$c$ Type of family (Not repeatable)
$d$ Places associated with the family (Repeatable)
$f$ Dates (Not repeatable)
$4$ Relator code (Repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields
$2$ System code (Not repeatable)
$3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

730 **Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Title (Repeatable)**
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
$a$ Entry element (Not repeatable)
$b$ General material designation (Repeatable)
$h$ Number of section or part (Repeatable)
$i$ Name of section or part (Repeatable)
$k$ Date of publication (Not repeatable)
$l$ Form subdivision (Not repeatable)
$m$ Language (Not repeatable)
$n$ Miscellaneous information (Repeatable)
$q$ Version (or date of version) (Not repeatable)
$r$ Medium of performance (for music) (Repeatable)
$s$ Numeric designation (for music) (Repeatable)
$u$ Key (for music) (Not repeatable)
$w$ Arranged statement (for music) (Not repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$2  System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

740 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Name/Title (Repeatable)

Indicators: blank

A) Subfields: Embedded Fields Technique

Data Subfields

$1  Linking data (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$2  System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

B) Subfields: Standard Subfields Technique

Data Subfields

$a  Name (Not repeatable)
$t  Title (Not repeatable)
$j  Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x  Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y  Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z  Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

743 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Conventional Name/Title for Legal and Religious Texts (Repeatable)

Indicator 1: blank

Indicator 2: specifies the form of conventional name/title:

1  Name entered under country or other geographical name
2  Name entered under other form

Data Subfields

$a  Entry Element (Not repeatable)
$b  Subdivision (Repeatable)
$e  Addition to name or qualifier (Repeatable)
$e  Name of the other party (Not repeatable)
$f  Date of legal issue or version, or date of the signing (Repeatable)
$i  Name of section or part (Repeatable)
$l  Form subheading (Repeatable)
$n  Miscellaneous information (Repeatable)
$t$ Conventional title (Not repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$s2$ System code (Not repeatable)
$s3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$s7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

745 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Name/Collective Title (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank

A) Subfields: Embedded Fields Technique

Data Subfields

$s1$ Linking data (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$s2$ System code (Not repeatable)
$s3$ Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$s7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

B) Subfields: Standard Subfields Technique

Data Subfields

$a$ Name (Not repeatable)
$t$ Title (Not repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfield

$s7$ Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$s8$ Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

750 Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Topical Subject (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank

Data Subfields

$a$ Topical subject (Not repeatable)
$n$ Subject category code (Repeatable)
$m$ Subject category subdivision code (Repeatable)
$j$ Form subdivision (Repeatable)
$x$ Topical subdivision (Repeatable)
$y$ Geographical subdivision (Repeatable)
$z$ Chronological subdivision (Repeatable)

Control Subfields

$s2$ System code (Not repeatable)
$3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
$7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
$8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

760  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Place and Date of Publication, Performance, Provenance, etc. (Repeatable)
Indicators: blank
Data Subfields
  $a  Country (nation state) (Not repeatable)
  $b  State or province, etc. (Not repeatable)
  $c  Intermediate political jurisdiction (Repeatable)
  $d  City, etc. (Not repeatable)
  $e  Venue (Repeatable)
  $f  Date (Repeatable)
  $g  Season (Not repeatable)
  $h  Occasion (Not repeatable)
  $i  Final date (Not repeatable)
  $k  Subsection of city, etc. (Repeatable)
  $m  Other geographical regions or features (Repeatable)
  $n  Extraterrestrial areas (Repeatable)
  $o  Geographical areas such as world, hemisphere, continent (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $2  System code (Not repeatable)
  $3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
  $7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
  $8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)

780  Authorized Access Point in Other Language and/or Script – Form, Genre or Physical Characteristics (Repeatable)
Indicator 1: blank
Indicator 2: specifies the type of the entity:
  #  Not defined
  0  Work
  2  Manifestation
  3  Item
Data Subfields
  $a  Entry Element (Not repeatable)
  $j  Form Subdivision (Repeatable)
  $x  Topical Subdivision (Repeatable)
  $y  Geographical Subdivision (Repeatable)
  $z  Chronological Subdivision (Repeatable)
Control Subfields
  $2  System code (Not repeatable)
  $3  Authority record identifier (Not repeatable)
  $7  Script of cataloguing and script of the base access point (Not repeatable)
  $8  Language of cataloguing and language of the base access point (Not repeatable)
8-- SOURCE INFORMATION BLOCK

801 Originating Source (Mandatory in case of exchange of bibliographic data. Repeatable)
   Indicator 1: blank
   Indicator 2: specifies the function performed by the agency:
   0 Original cataloguing agency
   1 Transcribing agency
   2 Modifying agency
   3 Issuing agency
   Subfields
   $a Country (Not repeatable)
   $b Agency (Not repeatable)
   $c Date of latest transaction (Not repeatable)
   $2 System code (Not repeatable)

810 Source Data Found (Repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields
   $a Citation (Not repeatable)
   $b Information found (Not repeatable)

815 Source Data Not Found (Not repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields
   $a Citations (Repeatable)

820 Usage or Scope Information (Repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields
   $a Note text (Repeatable)

825 Example Under Note (Repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields
   $a Note text (Not repeatable)

830 General Cataloguer's Note (Repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields
   $a Note text (Repeatable)

835 Deleted Access Point Information (Repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
   Subfields
   $a Note text (Repeatable)
   $b Replacement access point (Repeatable)
   $d Date of the transaction (Mandatory if field is used. Not repeatable)

836 Replaced Access Point Information (Not repeatable)
   Indicators: blank
Subfields
$s  Replaced access point (Mandatory when field is used. Not repeatable)
$z  Date of the transaction (Mandatory when field is used. Not repeatable)

856  **Electronic Location and Access (Repeatable)**
Indicator 1: specifies the access method:
#  No information provided
0  Email
1  FTP
2  Remote login (Telnet)
3  Dial-up
4  HTTP
7  Method specified in subfield $y
Indicator 2:  blank
Subfields
$a  Host name (Repeatable)
$b  Access number (Repeatable)
$c  Compression information (Repeatable)
$d  Path (Repeatable)
$e  Date and hour of consultation and access (Not repeatable)
$f  Electronic name (Repeatable)
$g  Uniform Resource Name (Repeatable)
$h  Processor of request (Not repeatable)
$i  Instruction (Repeatable)
$j  Bits per second (Not repeatable)
$k  Password (Not repeatable)
$l  Logon/login (Not repeatable)
$m  Contact for access assistance (Repeatable)
$n  Name of location of host in subfield $a (Not repeatable)
$o  Operating system (Not repeatable)
$p  Port (Not repeatable)
$q  Electronic format type (Not repeatable)
$r  Settings (Not repeatable)
$s  File size (Repeatable)
$t  Terminal emulation (Repeatable)
$u  Uniform Resource Locator (Not repeatable)
$v  Hours access method available (Repeatable)
$w  Record control number (Repeatable)
$x  Nonpublic note (Repeatable)
$y  Access method (Not repeatable)
$z  Public note (Repeatable)

886  **Data Not Converted From Source Format (Repeatable)**
Indicator 1: specifies the type of field:
0  Record Label
1  Variable control field (0-- fields without indicators or subfields)
2  Variable data field (010-999 fields)
Indicator 2:  blank
Subfields
$a  Tag of the source format field (Not repeatable)
$b  Indicators and subfields of the source format field (Not repeatable)
$2  System code (Not repeatable)

9-- NATIONAL USE BLOCK
All -9- and --9 fields throughout the format are reserved for national and local use; their definitions and indicator and subfield values remain undefined by the Permanent UNIMARC Committee. This is also true of indicator value 9 and subfield $9.